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Greetings from the Trayn’d Bandes of London, a federation of living history groups for the period 1585-

1645, distinguished by their pursuit of both civilian and military activities, cultivation of first-person interpretation, 
and fanatical devotion to historically accurate mayhem. 

The constituent groups are Gardener’s Companie (centered in Virginia-Maryland), the Tabard Inn Society 
(centered in Ontario), and the Westminster Trayn’d Bandes (centered in Texas). 
 The FDBQ at present time is published bi-annually by Gardiner’s Companie. 

 
 

CALENDAR 
 
 
November 22-24 - Foods & Feasts, Jamestown, VA; 
Butchering, larding, and cooking demonstrations are the 
highlights. Military Demonstrations are scheduled. 
Interpreters and volunteers needed.  POC Sandy Toscano; 
410-569-9078; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net and 
Robert Mellin 301-617-0843; elsworthy@netzero.net (Other 
Event) 
 
Nov. 11/12 - Work Weekend (North/Abingdon, MD): 
Date to be determined. Work on projects during the day and 
meet new, interested people; followed by a Period Night 
with games, music, and snacks. Hosted by Carla (Mistress 
Olivia Carlyle); 410-569-7342; bauercarla@verizon.net   
  
Dec. - Work Weekend (South/Charlottesville, VA): Date 
of 9/10 or 16/17 to be determined. Lots of floor space to work on projects in a no cat atmosphere; hosted by Kirsten 
and Mike. Watch your e-mail for more information! 
 
2007 
 
January  20 - YULE: The Barn in Abingdon; Third Annual Elizabethan Mystery Dinner accompanied by gaming, 
Father Christmas, and spontaneous frolicking. POC Carla Bauer; 410-569-7342; bauercarla@verizon.net or Sandy 
Toscano; 410-569-9078; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net (Major Event) 
 
February 17-18: Jamestown Volunteer Training: Jamestown Settlement, Virginia. This will be the last chance to 
get trained on all the changes at the fort before MTA and the Anniversary weekend. If you have not gotten your 
photo I.D., this will be an opportune time to do that. This photo I.D. is your ticket to the Anniversary Weekend if you 
are attending in May. 
 
March 17 & 18 - Military Through the Ages, Jamestown, VA; The Settlement hosts as reenactors depict soldiers 
and military encounters from the Middle ages to modern times demonstrate camp life, military tactics, and 
weaponry. The call for for volunteers is great for this annual event. Volunteers may sleep in the fort with prior 
notice. POC Sandy Toscano; 410-569-9078; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net or Greg Glewwe; 301-698-1269; 
glewweg@adelphia.net (Other Event) 
 
April - Work Weekend (Northern Virginia): Chance to prepare for the Anniversary Celebration in May; Hosted 
by Tom and Heather (animal free home). The date is to be determined and more info to come! 
                                                                                                                                                         (continued, page 2) 
 

In This Issue 
 
● Food and Household Goods from 16th Century 
   Broadsheets 
 
● Pennsic Review 
 
● Kingdom Crusades 
  
● Resources and Merchants 
 
● The Globe Theatre II, Staunton, VA 
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alendar, continued) 
 
May 11-14: Anniversary Celebration, Jamestown, VA; A once in our lifetime chance to participate in the event 

th iversary of the landing at Jamestown, Virginia. Three days centered at the Jamestown sites. 
Lady, Queen Elizabeth II and other members of the Royal Family have been invited to 

(C

celebrating the 400  ann
The President and First 
participate in this landmark event, which will feature pageantry, musical performances, cultural presentations and 
celebrity appearances. www.americas400thanniversary.com; Fort volunteers will be in great need. Please Note: In 
order to participate, you must have the photo volunteer I. D. issued by the Jamestown Foundation. POC Sandy 
Toscano; 410-569-9078; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net and Robert Mellin 301-617-0843; 
elsworthy@netzero.net (Other Event) 
 
Mousehole: Postponed until 2008 due to the above event. 
 
August: Pennsic.  
 
Event Type Descriptions: 
 
Major Events: These are the most important ones in the calendar and everyone is strongly encouraged to try to make it to as many 

 these as they reasonably can. They tend to be at our highest level of authenticity with a goodly amount of persona play. 

maller events which people are encouraged to attend if they wish. They still tend to be at a high level of 

fferent 

al timeframe, have good shopping opportunities, or don't really fit 

of
 
Minor Events: These are s
authenticity, but there may not be quite as much persona play.  
 
SCA Events: These are standard SCA events that some of our members will attend. Our authenticity will often not be at a di
level, but it does not set the standard for others around us. There tends to be very little persona play, except at Pennsic. 
 
Other Events: These are events that tend to be outside our norm
into any other category but may be of interest to the group. Workshop Events: These are events that are intended to accomplish a 
goal, always done in modern attire. These are intended for members first, and others if room/time permits. 

 
-->------- 

 

Food and Household Goods 
from 16th Century Broadsheets 

The Broadsheets sold at nion pieces, or 
accounts of events at the time,  have a small number of 
surviving sheets that depict the sellers of London crying their wares.  While a few of the wares 

rce of 

 goods they 
old.  Trade guild member shops rank higher than non-trade, all the way up to the top echelon 

By Laura Mellin/Mistress Beddingfield 
 
 

 the end of th  16th century were usually songs, opie
but we have the great good fortune to

are obscure-sounding to modern ears, most are easily identifiable and are an invaluable sou
information as to the kinds of goods available to the shopper of the late 16th century. 
 
We must keep in mind that the street cryers are at the lower end of the trade ranks; next up are 
the market stall owners, then the permanent shops, divided by neighbourhood and the
s
merchants, who traded in vast quantities of foreign and domestic goods, and were frequently 
richer than the noble classes they aspired to.  If the merchant class were the Donald Trumps of 
their age, then the street criers were the equivalent of the people on the streets of any large city 
selling fake Rolexes and cheap souvenirs.  As such, no matter what their singsong cries 
promised, their goods were not of the highest quality, and were most likely easily affordable to 
regular shoppers. 
 

http://www.americas400thanniversary.com/
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.  The food sellers were probably the most common, as people bought food 
aily for their meals, and often bought their meals ready-cooked.  For the seller, a small outlay of 

 

d a 

 Outcast:  The Urban Poor in the Cries of London, by Sean 
hesgreen.  They are “The Cryer”, “The Bellman of London”, and “A Light here Maids”, all 

The goods offered for sale can be divided into foods, both raw and prepared, and household 
goods and services
d
ingredients could bring a reasonable return on cooked foods, and it is probable that food shop
owners would send out their own cryers with extra goods to extend their selling radius.  The 
sellers of household goods seem to have specialized somewhat, unlike the pedlars that would go 
from village to village in rural England with a variety of goods.  Specialization would be an 
advantage in the City and surroundings where competition was fierce and the Guilds controlle
large percentage of commerce. 
 
The three broadsheets examined in this article are from the late 16th century, and are featured in 
the excellent book Images of the
S
dating from the last decade of the 16th century, and all by anonymous printers.  Divided by 
category, they are an interesting cross-view of what could be bought on the streets in those 
years.1
 
Food 
 
Seafood:  Oysters, hot codlings, shrimps, whiting-mops, haddock, flounder, and cod.  Fish and 

 were a much larger part of the Elizabethan diet that they are today.  The required fish 
ays and the relative cheapness of fish compared to domestic livestock made the fish trade an 

ges, lemons, white radish (purple and red varieties were also available), and lettuce.  
egetables made up the majority of the lower income-level diet.3  Fruits were more expensive, 

nd 
o 

d, cream and meat pudding) , sausages, hot pudding pies, hot codlings 
eafood), hot mutton pies, and “bread and meate for prisoners”.  This last item, mentioned in 

 with 
 

(a 

eyond the budget of many Elizabethans, salt was an essential part of the diet.   The flavours of 

shellfish
d
important part of England’s income.  The Elizabethans ate a much wider variety of fish than we 
do.2
 
Fruits and Vegetables:  Onions, sprouts, figs, prunes, damsons (a kind of tart plum), raisins, 
oran
V
and more of a treat, especially the oranges and lemons, which had to be imported from Spain a
the south of France.  Dried fruits would be used in place of sugar (which was expensive) t
sweeten various dishes.4
 
Meats and cooked dishes:  “Mayds” (a kind of sweet tart, sized to be held in the hand), 
Whitepot (a kind of brea 5

(s
both the Cryer and The Bellman of London, seems to be a person who goes to the prisons
off-cuts of meat and old bread to sell to the prisoners for very cheap prices.6  Cooked foods were
as commonly for sale then as they are now; with limited food storage capacity and smaller 
kitchens in the city, the ability to buy foods already prepared made life easier for many people. 
 
Herbs and spices:  Rosemary and bay (sold in large branches/bunches), salt, and “Bowpot” 
bunch of flowers for cooking and/or sweetening the air).  While the more exotic spices were 

7b
various kinds of herbs, both fresh and dried, added variety to various dishes and were used in 
abundance. 
 
Household Goods and Services 
 
Clothing items:  Gold and silver scraps (this would be the leftovers from threads and small 

rating clothes), purses, shoes, tape (linen ribbon for points and spangles; cheap-end stuff for deco
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cing),  blue starch (for ruffs and collars), brushes (for clothes, not hair; most clothes were spot-

 

e 
tress ticking), candlesticks, marking stones 

rude chalk/lead pencils for marking wood and stone), yards and ells (measuring sticks), 

e of 

ty, and bear-baiting.  If you wanted something done, you could pay 
meone to do it, much like today.  The water bearer would bring water to your home so that you 

or a 

 at 

ity, London and the surrounding towns 
ere bustling with people of multiple income levels, all attempting to better themselves, with a 

l 

  Images of the Outcast:  The Urban Poor in the Cries of London, Sean Shesgreen, Rutgers University Press, 2002 

d and Pastimes:  Life at Ingatestone Hall, F.G. Emmison, Ernest Benn Ltd., 1964.  pp. 44-45, 48-50. 

any of the recipes feature fruits both fresh and dried, including the meat dishes. 

.  Ibid.  Page 152 features “white puddings of hog’s liver”. 

 

la
cleaned and brushed as they could not be laundered), garters, buttons, and points.  Clothing 
pieces required maintenance, and everyone wanted to make their clothes look as nice as possible. 
Gold and silver scraps too small to be sold back to the Goldsmiths by weight might be used to 
add a little bit of sparkle to second-hand clothing.  
 
Household items:  “Kitchin-stuff” (not specified; probably small goods for use in the kitchen lik
knives, graters, etc.), a mat for a bed (unstuffed mat
(c
toasting-iron (a toasting fork for bread; one of the broadsides specifically mentions toast), 
washing ball (soap, sometimes scented, different kinds for washing the body and clothes), foot 
stools, ale pots (cups) and glasses (drinking glasses), brooms, line/hemp cord (twine-like 
thickness), and pens and ink.  Pretty much anything you needed, you could buy; the practic
self-sufficiency so essential in the country was not necessary in the city, where everything was 
available for the right price. 
 
Services:  Cryer (paid announcements), Fiddler, chimney-sweep, water-bearer, lantern 
guide/watchman/street securi
so
didn’t have to go to the communal well to draw buckets of it yourself.  You could pay f
musician to play music for you, or a cryer to shout your news and advertising to the populace of 
London.  The chimney sweep would clean your chimney so you didn’t have to worry about fire, 
and you could hire a lantern watchman to see you safely home after you took in an afternoon
the bear-baiting arena and an evening at the ale-house. 
 
We tend to think of Elizabethan London as awash in mud with beggars on every corner, and 
most people living at subsistence level or lower.  In real
w
huge infrastructure of shops and goods to help them achieve at least the appearance of materia
wealth.  It was pretty muddy, but you could always buy a pair of stout shoes to get you where 
you needed to go. 
 
 
References: 
 
1.
 
2.  Tudor Foo
 
3.  Ibid. 
 
4.  All the King’s Cooks:  The Tudor Kitchens of King Henry VIII at Hampton Court Palace, Peter Brears, Souvenir Press, 1999.  
M
 
5
 
6.  The Elizabethan Underworld, Gamini Salgado, Sutton, 1999.  Page 182. 
 
7.  Tudor Food and Pastimes, page 46. 
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Submitted by 
 Sandy Toscano/Mistress Hamilton 

 
Overall, Pennsic was a nice laid-back event 
this year.  Some folks participated in the rapier 
events, some watched from across the 
street☺.  Vair and Ermine folks were 
extremely gracious and made us a really nice 
sign placed at their entrance.  They have a 
kitchen tent, common area tent and wonderful 
showers with hot water.   

 
There was a supper club for those who wanted to 
participate in it.  The concept of a supper club is that you 
cook a meal, usually dinner, for the entire club.  And 
clean up.  That's it.  We expanded a little and had some 
lunch and breakfast foodies around as well.  We had two 
day shades, two tables, and an A-frame which we used 
as the Kitchenette.  Mostly storage and the camp water 
were in the A-frame.  It worked out, but I think the full 
kitchen tent may be worth dragging up the next time we 
have a Gardner's encampment. 
 
There was a lot of fighting, and quite a bit of 
discussion about cut and thrust for rapier.  Brian of 
Darkwood Armory taught some Silver prior to the start of the period evening.  The period evening went 
very well considering we hadn't really been out promoting attendance.  We did have a surprise visit from 
John Knox denouncing Mary Queen of Scots as a whore of Babylon.   
 

Edwin was our only real injury with an arm broken by an attempt to 
block a pole arm with it.  Hopefully he's well on his way to a full 
recovery without need for surgery. 
 
Pennsic was quite fun and I'm sorry so many missed it.  Maybe next 
year.   

 

 

 
 

Jen and Theora made this 
wonderful sign for us. 
General picture of our small enclave. Note 

the nice hutches in the middle. 
Tom and Elizabeth sit in their wonderfully period camp. Tom 
recently finished the cabinet sitting on the table between them.  
 Poor Edwin. (Note the matching cast.) 
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Th a

the Tavern! 

ather did not keep the Companie from
g ever at hand in time of need – there

was food to be had! 
 

stress Beddingfield set a sample table 
 period foods such as rabbit, eel, and 
whiting fish to accompany vari

unique cheeses. 
 

aster Thomas Pennington was the 
ghlight of the day demonstrating his 

trade to interested passersby. 

ted in anks go out to all who particip
 6
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ESOURCES:
 

R
 

 
Shoes/Leatherwork 

 
Historical Shoemaking Texts, Marc Carlson: 

lson/histshoe/index.htmhttp://www.personal.utulsa.edu/~marc-car
 
 
Marc Carlson Home page: 

rlson/shoe/SHOEHOME.HTMhttp://www.personal.utulsa.edu/~marc-ca
 
 
Leatherworking in the Middle Ages; M

w.personal.utulsa.edu/~m
arc Carlson: 

http://ww arc-carlson/leather/leath.html
 

e and leatherworking information available on the web.  Recent 
ad making texts.” - Percy 

 
“Marc Carlson has some of the best sho

ditions include the historical shoe
 

Ceramics 

 _Ceramics from the Behouden Huys on Novaya 
a corpus and discussion of the vessels found in the 

the island off the Russian mainland. It has parallel 

 
The Corpus Middeleeuws Aardewek has published
Zemlya (1596), CMA 17_ by Karel Vlierman. This is 
temporary house built by the explorer Barents on 
Dutch and English texts. 
 
The CMAs website is at http://www.cma.ab-c.nl/
Submitted by Craig/Edwin Passwater 
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MERCHANTS:
 

 
Ironw
Functi
 
http://www.ir

ood Studios 
onal Stoneware Pottery 

onwoodpottery.com
 

Eadric the Potter/m.k.a. Rob Van Rens s
14

pecializes in 13-
6th century 

executed. Commissions are welcome. Eadric the Potter 
ttends Pennsic as well as other SCA events, such as 
1/18/06   Holiday Faire - Manassas, VA. Rob can be 

 in Knoxville, Maryland at 

th century stoneware, but also has 15-1
pieces as well. Pottery designs are well documented and 

a
1
contacted at his studio located
rvanrens@hotmail.com

 

s,  Inc. 

, it’s worth doing. Though they specialize in 13-14 
ther items that carry into our period. Site 

Historic  Enterprise
 
ttp://www.historicenterprises.com/cart.php h

 
If you haven’t checked out historic enterprises lately
century goods, you can always find good pottery, redware, and o

 easy to move through. is

 

Historic Hats & Caps  

ttp://www.qualitycaps.co.uk

 

 
h
 
Historical Hats & Caps by Kirstie Buckland. If you have any doubt about the accuracy of her work, check 

ut the web site. The commissions list is impressive and includes The Globe Theater, Williamsburg, the 

expensive resource for 100% wool, the Monmouth caps are reasonable priced 
nd she keeps a stock of them on hand in various colors. The Monmouth cap pattern is based upon the 

entre. March 2006, a Monmouth was priced at £17 plus 

ubmitted by Diane Glewwe/Katherine Sharpe 

o
BBC TV series – Sharpe, Plymouth Plantation, and Williamsburg. Jamestown has one of her reproduction 
Monmouth Caps. Prices vary and credit card payment can be made through PayPal. 
 
Unless a knitter has an in
a
original in the Nelson Museum & Local History C
£5 shipping (airmail). 
 
S
 

 
 

Holiday Faire/Shopping Opportunity (SCA) 
November 18, 2006; Barony of Stierbach; Prince William County Fairgrounds. 10624 Dumfries Rd, 
Manassas, VA 20112; Autocrat - Sue Daywalt; (540) 720-0529; e-mail: sunniva_kyrre@verizon.net 
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yone seen Ian lately? 
The Globe Theatre II in Staunton, Virginia 

 is in the long-term planning 
 a re-creation of the 1614 Globe 

e world's best experts on 
e subject of Renaissance English theatres, Shenandoah 

 that 1614 structure a 
hort walking distance from the Blackfriars Playhouse. 

When this building is completed, Staunton, Virginia, will be 
 

ng 

earecenter.com/blackfriars/

 

Has an

 
 
Shenandoah Shakespeare
phase of a project to build
Theatre. With guidance from th
th
Shakespeare intends to re-create
s

the one place in the world for theatre-lovers to experience
the full range of Elizabethan and Jacobean drama. 

 
Presently at Blackfriars 
Theatre they are performi
“Macbeth”, “Othello”, “As 
 
http://www.americanshakesp

You Like It”, and “The Tempest”. 

 
Home to Shenandoah Shakespeare's resident troupe, the Blackfriars 
Playhouse is situated in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley in historic 

ars seats 300 and is the world's only re-creation 
espeare's original indoor theatre Doors opened in September 2001. 

not know, Ian is Mistress Beddingfield’s brother,  who has been seen at, as 

Staunton, Virginia. Blackfri
of Shak
 

For those of you who are actually reading this and may 
well as in, the theater. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YULE 2007… 
 
Murder follows Gardiner’s Companie of the London Trayn’d Bandes once again 
as a young lady makes a request for assistance to one of the Bandes members to 

ling. To make matters worse there’s talk of Spanish spies locate a missing sib
and disloyalty to the Bishop of Winchester. 

 
Save the date and come solve the mystery. 

Saturday, January 20, 2007 

 
In the Year 1586… 
January 15 Battle at Boxum: Spanish troops under Tassis beat state army  
ebruary 4  Dudley, earl of Leicester, becomes governor of Neth  F  Robert

March 8 Johan van Oldenbarnevelt becom
une 19

es Dutch chief legal advisor  
noke Island, North Carolina  J  English colonists sailed from Roa

July 27 Sir Walter Raleigh brings 1st tobacco to England from Virginia  
uly 28J  Sir Thomas Harriot introduces potatoes to Europe  

September 22 Battle at Zutphen: English vs Dutch army  
October 2 Battle at Zutphen: English-Dutch army  
October 14 Mary Queen of Scots goes on trial for conspiracy against Elizabeth  
December 3 Sir Thomas Herriot introduces potatoes to England, from Colombia  
 


